What do you know?
Colorado Kids: March 12, 2019
1. Which of these statements about Leonardo da Vinci is true?
q. He kept his journals in a kind of code, writing backwards.
o. He was a great painter.
s. He invented several things.
a. all of the above
2. With which of these statements about the new “Train Your Dragon” film would Haley Deison NOT agree?
k. It uses the same characters as before, but also introduces new characters.
m. There will be another movie in the series before Christmas.
b.It does a good job of combining action with humor.
s. all of the above
3. Why did it take so long for archaeologists to examine the tattooing tool found in 1972?
u. So much data came back from space probes that they neglected research on Earth.
w. It was left in the glove compartment of one of the Land Rovers used to get to the site of the dig.
b. The story does not actually tell.
y. all of the above
4. Which of these might you learn from reading the biography “Becoming Madeleine”?
i. Her novel “A Wrinkle in Time” was turned down by more than 30 publishers before it was acceptd.
d. Madeleine L’Engle achieved her success despite never going to college.
p. “Becoming Madeleine” is an entertaining fictional account of her real life.
o. all of the above
5. What should you also have ready in order to have fun imagining travel with the website “Numbeo”?
u. A passport
a. A website to convert foreign money into American dollars
o. A translator to help you once you get there
e. all of the above
6. Why did Jean-Baptiste tell Antoine he had met Louise and her new husband?
t. He mistook Louise’s little brother for her husband.
e. He felt it important that Antoine concentrate on rowing, not on Louise.
g. He was kidding him, and just wanted to see what he’d say.
c. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this puzzler:
This nation is the smallest African country on the
continent’s mainland.

What do you think?

______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
6
5
2
3
4
1

Leonardo da Vinci could be a role model for artists, inventors or many other types of people. Think of a
famous person in history whom you admire. What sorts of people do you think should also admire that
person? Explain why.

Proofreading:

There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

After I finishd reading the first book, it was much easyer to folow along with
the story and I understod who was who among the character’s.
Summarize the story:

Use three sentences to tell about the tattooing tool found in Utah.

1.

2.

3.

Look it up!

When Antoine think about coming home after one more trip to the high country, he thinks, “Peut-etre.” For
each of these foreign phrases, tell what language it’s from and what it means. We’ve done the first one for you.
peut-etre				
ciao
hasta pronto
witamy
günaydın!
wei geht’s

French				

maybe

